
Guided Cave Dives 2024

Guided cave dives in the local freshwater cenotes are available for all certified cave divers,
trained by a recognized cave diving training agency. The caves of the Riviera Maya are among
the most beautiful in the world with visibility well in excess of 150 feet/45 meters, stalactites and
stalagmites of every shape and size and light zones that will dazzle your eyes. We offer guiding
at every level to suit your needs and wishes. If you select a multi-day program, we will create a
plan that includes multiple sites that maximize your diving experience across a range of cave
configurations and features.

Prices for Guided Cave Diving

Guided cave dives per day 1 Diver 2 or more divers

1 Dive US $230 US $200 per diver

2 Dives US $280 US $250 per diver

1 Stage Dive US $260 US $230 per diver

2 Stage Dive US $290 US $260 per diver

CCR Cave US $280 US $250 per diver

Deposit is required upon booking. The fee includes:

● Tanks filled with Air or Nitrox (32%) and 02 for guided CCR diving
● Guiding fees and cenote entrance fees (up to US $20)
● Weights
● Transport from dive center to dive site (roundtrip)

All prices are in US Dollars with 16% tax included. All PayPal payments will have a 6% surcharge. All prices are
subject to change. Price quotes will be due after 30 days.
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Exploration Style Cave Diving

Experience “off the beaten path” exploration style cave diving with jungle hikes for US$350 per
day and per person.

Sherpa Service

Want to go in style, have a back problem and or just don’t want to carry your tanks and
equipment? No problem. We offer sherpa services for an additional US$ 30 a day per sherpa.

Profession Video and Photography Services

Professional video and photo services are available so you can take a part of the beauty of the
cenotes home with you, document your experiences and lifetime memories.

CCR Cave Diving

CCR cave dives are limited to 180 minutes per day and the price does not include the CO2
absorbent. Longer and more complex dives could be available upon request, prices may then
be adjusted based on complexity and requirements.

Advanced Cave Diving

Staged, sidemount, CCR and DPV guided diving are available. Prices based on complexity and
requirements.

Training + Guided Cave Diving

Training programs with additional guided diving are a great option to gain experience and apply
what you have learned. We gladly provide guided diving with continual added value, tips, tricks
and feedback.

All prices are in US Dollars with 16% tax included. All PayPal payments will have a 6% surcharge. All prices are
subject to change. Price quotes will be due after 30 days.
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